
Math 165: Calculus

Differentiation and Integration

Math 165 and 166 focus on differentiation (Math 165) and integration (Math 166).  Each is important for

electrical and computer engineering.

In this lecture, we'll cover

How to find the derivative and integral of a function using numerical techniques (i.e. Matlab)

Use numerical integration to determine how much energy you can produce in North Dakota using a
solar panel or a wind turbine.

The latter will allow us to answer the question whether a specific solar panel or wind turbine is a good

investment from a purely financial standpoint.

Differentiation

The derivative of a function

y = f(t)

is the change in y relative to the change in t:

dy

dt
=

change in y

change in time
=

δy

δt

In Math 165, you learn (or memorize) a few derivatives, such as

d

dt
(cos(at)) = −a sin(at)

d

dt(at2) = 2at

and so on (there are more).  In this class, we'll look at how to compute the derivative using Matlab and

numerical techniques.   Repeating, the derivative at any given point is defined as

dy

dx
≡

the change in y

the change in x

If you have data for y(x), you can approximate the derivative at any point, say y(4), as




dy

dx



x=4

≈
y(5)−y(3)

x(5)−x(3)
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The derivative at x=4 can be computed as the change in y over the change in x

If you have a whole bunch of points, this can be done at a generic point in Matlab

dy(i) ≈
y(i+1)−y(i−1)

x(i+1)−x(i−1)

where 'dy' really means  - but that's not a valid variable name in Matlab.  If you put this in a loop, you
dy

dx

can compute the derivative at any point.

Note that you'll have problems at the endpoints:  the derivative computation uses the previous and next
data point - which don't exist at the endpoints.  For these, you'll need a slightly different computation.

One of the strengths of Matlab is you can create your own functions.  To illustrate this, let's create a

function, derivative' which is passed x and y and returns .
dy

dx

In Matlab, click on 'File New Function'

Creating A New Function in Matlab:  File New Function

In the editor window, type in the following:
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function [dy ] = derivative( x, y )
% function [dy ] = derivative( x, y )
 
npt = length(x);
 
dy = 0*x;
 
for i=2:npt-1
   dy(i) = ( y(i+1) - y(i-1) ) / ( x(i+1) - x(i-1) );
end
 
dy(1) = (y(2) - y(1)) / ( x(2) - x(1) );
dy(npt) = (y(npt) - y(npt-1)) / ( x(npt) - x(npt-1));
 
end

Save as 'deravitive.m'

Any time you create a new function, it's wise to test it on something where you know the answer.  From

Math 165,

d

dx
(a sin(bt)) = ab cos(bt)

or

d

dx
(2 sin(3t)) = 6 cos(3t)

Checking in Matlab:

>> x = [0:0.1:4]';
>> y = 2*sin(3*x);
>> dy = derivative(x,y);
>> plot(x,dy,'b.',x,6*cos(3*x),'r');
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Comparison of the actual derivative of 2sin(3t) (red) and its computed value (blue dot).

From this plot, it appears that our function works - but has a slight error at the last datapoint.  This is
common - the first and last data points typically have problems when computing the derivative.

Numerical Integration

Integration and differentiation both operate on functions:

The derivative of a function is the slope
The integral of a function is the area under the curve.

Integration and differentiation are also related:

The integral of the derivative of a function is that function:

∫ 
dy

dx

 dx = y

The derivative of the integral of a function is that function
d

dx(∫ y ⋅ dx) = y

The latter is the method used in Math 166 to find the integral of a function.  For example, from Math 165,
you'll learn

d

dx
(a sin(bx)) = ab cos(bx)

Hence

.a sin(bx) = ∫ (ab cos(bx)) ⋅ dx

Math 166 gets more difficult.  The chain rule from Math 165 has

d

dx
(ab) = da

dx
⋅ b + a ⋅ db

dx

Integration by parts is the inverse of this:

ab = ∫ 
da

dx
⋅ b + a ⋅ db

dx

 dx
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In other words, if you can express a function y(x) as the sum of two terms which are equal to two other

functions in the form of

y(x) = da

dx
⋅ b + a ⋅ db

dx

then the integral of y is ab.  Finding functions a and b can be pretty tricky:  Math 166 is not an easy class.

Fortunately for us,  the former definition of integral leads to a much simpler numerical way to compute

the integral of a function
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Area

The integral of a function between points a and b is the area under the curve over this interval

Numerically, the area under the curve between points a and b can be approximated with a trapezoid:

∫a

b
y ⋅ dx ≈ 


y(b)+y(a)

2

 ⋅ (b − a)

This can be put in a loop:  The area under the curve at point x is equal to 

The area under the curve at point x-dx  (i.e. the previous area you computed), 

Plus, the area under the curve from x-dx to x

In Matlab, a function to do this is as follows:

function [y ] = Integrate( x, dy )
% function [y ] = Integrate( x, dy )
 
npt = length(x);
 
y = 0*dy;
 
for i=2:npt
   y(i) = y(i-1) + 0.5*(dy(i) + dy(i-1)) * (x(i) - x(i-1));
end
 
end
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Again, it is good practice to check your function on something where you know the answer:

∫ 6 cos(3x)dx = 2 sin(3x)

Let

dy = 6 cos(3x)

y = 2 sin(3x)

Check in Matlab:

>> x = [0:0.1:4]';
>> y = 2*sin(3*x);
>> dy = 6*cos(3*x);
>> plot(x,y,'r',x,Integrate(x,dy),'b.');

Actual integral of 6cos(3x) (red) and numerical solution (blue dots)

The computed values match the actual integral - meaning I'm fairly confident the subroutine is correct.
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Solar Enegy in Fargo

Now that this works for a funciton where I know the 'correct' answer, let's look at solar energy, specifically
a 10kW Solar Power System which sells for $15,640 as of September 17, 2019.

www.ebay.com

Specifically, let's answer the questions:

If installed in Fargo, ND, how much energy will these panels produce on an hourly basis during the
month of April 2018?
What is the total amount of energy these will produce in kWh?,

How many pounds of coal would this offset,  and
How long will you have to wait for these panels to pay for themselves assuming electricity sells for
$0.10 / kWh (i.e. are these a good investment from a purely economic standpoint)

First, get the data.  Go to the NDSU NDAWN web site:

https://ndawn.ndsu.nodak.edu/
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Click on Weather Data, Hourly

Select Fargo North Dakota, Solar Radiation for April 2018

Export to a CVS file

Open the CVS file (this should open up in Excel) and copy the last column.  Paste into Matlab:

MJ = [  start of matrix

    paste your data here

      ]; end of matrix

This is hourly data and looks like the following:
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To convert to energy in kWh, you need to know

The area of the solar panel,
The efficiency of the solar cells, and

The conversion from MJ to kWh

Assume a 40-pack Grid Tied solar panel:

Area = 40 x 1.5m x 1.0m = 60 m2

Efficiency of solar cells = 19% (approximate)
3.6kWh = 1MJ

scale this data by

1 kWh

m2
⇒ 

1.00 kWh

m2


 ⋅ (60m2) ⋅ (0.19) ⋅ 1MJ

3.6kWh
= 3.167 ⋅ MJ

MJ = [  start of matrix

paste the data here

        ];  end of matrix

kW = 3.167*MJ;
size(kW)

   720     1 there are 720 hours in April, 2018

hr = [1:720]';
kWh = Integrate(hr,kW);
plot(hr/24,kWh,'r',hr/24,kW*100,'b')
xlabel('Day');
ylabel('Energy (kWh');
title('April 2018: Solar Energy');
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Solar Radiation on an hourly basis x 100 (blue) and Total Energy Produced (kWh = red)

Note:  Graph is incorrect.  It should wind up at 1595 kWh

Note that since the time unit is hours, the total area under the curve is just the sum of the data (sum of
width times height where the width is one)

>> kWh = sum(kW)

  1595.8

Over the month of April, 2018, this solar array would produce 1595 kWh.   We can now answer the
questions we original set out:

If installed in Fargo, ND, how much energy will these panels produce on an hourly basis during the
month of April 2018?

See the red line in the above figure.  This is the integral of the energy produced by that solar array.

What is the total amount of energy these will produce in kWh?,
>> sum(kW)

1565.8

How many pounds of coal would this offset?

One pound of coal produces approximately 1kWh of electricy

1565 pounds of coal per month
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How long will you have to wait for these panels to pay for themselves assuming electricity sells for
$0.10 / kWh (i.e. are these a good investment from a purely economic standpoint)

At $0.10 / kWh, this panel will produce $156.9 worth of electricity during this month.  In order for this to
pay for itself, you'd have to wait 137.9 months (11.5 years)

Payback Time =  months


$15,640

$156.9/mo


 = 99.68

Payback Time = 8.3 years

In business, a rule of thumb is that if an investment that pays for itself in 7 years or less, you do it.  If it
takes more than 7 years, you don't.

A payback time of 8.3 years means that you shouldn't invest in solar panels in the city of Fargo today.

However,  8.3 years is really close to 7 years.

If the price of solar panels drop by 15%, this will be a good investment from a purely economic
stadndpoint.

If the efficiency of solar panels can be increased from 19% to 23%, this will be a good investment
If you take in to account environmental issues, you might still want to invest in solar panels.
If you lived somewhere that gets more sun than Fargo, ND, the payback time will drop as well.

Even in Fargo, ND, a place not known for being sunny, solar energy is almost viable today.

Another question you could ask is

What is the cost of solar energy on a $ / kWh basis?

Answer:  Using the previous data, assuming the solar panels produce energy comperable to April every

month of the year for 12 years, 


1595.8 kWh

mo



12 mo

y

 (20y) = 382, 992 kWh

would be produced over a 20 year life.  An initial cost of $15,640 results in




$15,640

382,992kWh

 = $0.0408 /kWh

In comparison, other forms of energy cost:

Wind 2.08   cents / kWh
Nuclear1 2.438  cents / kWh
Coal / Steam1 3.088  cents / kWh         no carbon capture

Solar 4.08    cents / kWh
Gas1 6.44   cents / kWh
Hydro1 9.32    cents / kWh

Coal w/ CC 25 - 32 cents / kWh       with carbon capture
(1) U.S. Energy and Information Adminsitration
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Wind Energy in Fargo:

Now let's look at wind energy.  Specifically, let's look at one of the largest commercial wind turbines on
the market today, a Siemens SWT-2.5-120  2.5MW wind turbine

https://www.siemens.com/content/dam/internet/siemens-com/global/market-specific-solutions/wind/broch

ures/siemens-wind-power-onshore-geared-turbine-swt-2-5-120-flyer-en.pdf

To give an idea of what this wind turbine looks like

The diameter of the blades is 120m (larger than a football field)
The hub is 85m above the ground
The cost is approximately $2.5 million, including installation cost, tower, generators, etc.

Specifically, let's investigate

How much energy would this wind turbine produce on an hour-by-hour basis if installed in Fargo,
ND

How many pounds of coal would this offset?
How long you would have to wait until the wind turbine pays for itself (i.e. is it a good investment
from a purely economic standpoint)

First, you need wind speed data:  the energy produced is related to the wind speed.  

Going to the NDAWN site   ( https://ndawn.ndsu.nodak.edu/ )

Select Fargo, ND, Average Wind Speed on an hourly basis
Select metric units and download to a CVS file.
Open the CVS file in Xcel and copy the last column

Paste into MATLAB as

Wind = [
< paste control V >
];
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-->size(Wind)
 
    672.    1.  

-->plot(t/24,Wind);
-->xlabel('Time (days)');
-->ylabel('Wind Speed (m/s)');

Hourly wind speed in Fargo ND for April 2016

This is the wind speed at a height of 2m.  Up at 80m above the ground, the wind will be higher.  A rough
approximation for this is  (source:  https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wind_gradient)

vw(h) = v10



h

h10




α

where

 is the wind velocity at a height of 10mv10

 is the height the wind was measured  (2m in this case)h10

 is the height of the wind turbine (80m here)h

 is a constant, 0.16 for neutral air above a flat open coast (sort of like North Dakota)α

or, in other words, the wind speed at 80m would be approximately 1.8x the wind velocity  recorded

Wind @ 80m = 1.8 * Wind @ 2m;

Note that wind speed is not energy.  The conversion from wind speed to the power it produces is from the

data sheets (note:  the data sheet has an error:  the max power output is 2.5MW)
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https://www.siemens.com/content/dam/internet/siemens-com/global/market-specific-solutions/wind/broch

ures/siemens-wind-power-onshore-geared-turbine-swt-2-5-120-flyer-en.pdf

Wind energy is a cubic function of wind speed.  This wind turning clips at 2200kW, so the energy

produced as a function of wind speed is approximately:

kW = min


2500k, 

wind speed

5



3

⋅ 2500kW



In MATLAB, write a function which

Is passed the wind speed at ground level, and
Returns the energy the wind turbin produces in kW

One such function would be

function [kW] = PowerCurve( Wind )
   kW = 2500 * ( 1.8*Wind / 5 ).^3;
   kW = min(2500,kW);
   end

If you plot wind speed at the turbine vs. kW, you get the wind / power relation

kW = PowerCurve( Wind );
plot(Wind * 1.8, kW, 'x');
xlabel('Wind Speed at 80m (m/s)');
ylabel('Energy Produced (kW)');
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If you plot time vs. kW, you get the energy produced on an hour-by-hour basis

hr = [1:length(kW)]';
plot(hr,kW)
ylabel('kW');
xlabel('hours');
title('April 2016:  Fargo, ND');

Estimated Energy Produced by an ECO 5000W Wind Turbine Placed in Fargo ND for April 2016

This shows the amount of energy you'd be generating on an hour-by-hour basis over the course of the
month.  If you in stea 

The average output of this wind turbine over this time frame is

>> mean(kW)

  1.9998e+003
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This is a 2.5MW wind turbine.  On average, however, it outputs only 1.999MW of power over this month.

That's typical for wind turbines:  the wind doesn't always blow so their average output is less than their
rated output.

The total energy it outputs at the end of the month is the integral of the graph

kWh = ∫ kW ⋅ dh

or if you have discrete data

kWh = Σ kW ⋅ hr

Since the sampling time is one hour, this simplifies to

>> kWh = sum(kW)

  1.4399e+006

This is enough to answer the questions we originally posed:

How much energy would this wind turbine produce on an hour-by-hour basis if installed in Fargo,
ND?

This is the sum of the kWh produced over the month.

ans: 1,439,900 kWh

How many pounds of coal would this offset?

It takes 2.3 pounds of North Dakota lignite coal to produce 1kWh:

Pounds = kWh * 2.3

ans = 3,311,770

Each month, this wind turbine offsets 3,311,770 pounds of coal

How long would you have to wait for this wind turbine to pay for itself?

At $0.1 / kWh, this wind turbine would produce $143,900 in one month.

This wind turbine costs approximately $2.5 million to purchase and install (including the tower).  The

payback time of

 monthsN = 


$2,500,000

$143,900/mo


 = 17.37
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At $0.1 / kWh, this wind turbine would pay for itself in less than 2 years.  

From a purely economic standpoint, wind energy is a very good investment in North Dakota.  More so it
you consider their environmental aspects.

What is the cost / kWh to produce energy with wind?

Assume 

A 10-year life (typical for generators)

The wind each month is similar to April 2016

The cost per kWh is then


1, 439, 900 kWh

mo

 (12mo)(10y) = 172, 788, 000 kWh




$3,600,000

172,788,000 kWh

 = $0.0208 /kWh

In comparison with other sources, wind energy is easily the cheapest form of energy:

Wind 2.08   cents / kWh
Nuclear1 2.438  cents / kWh

Coal / Steam1 3.088  cents / kWh         no carbon capture

Solar 4.08    cents / kWh
Gas1 6.44   cents / kWh

Hydro1 9.32    cents / kWh
Coal w/ CC 25 - 32 cents / kWh       with carbon capture
(1) U.S. Energy and Information Adminsitration

How much energy could we produce with wind energy in North Dakota?

The National Renewable Energy Administration estimates that North Dakota wind could produce
1.182TWh of electricity - enough to supply 25% of the nation's electricity needs.
<https://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy00osti/28054.pdf>

At $0.1 / kWh, that would bring in $118 billion each year to North Dakota.

To put that in perspective, $118 billion is

$157,000 per person in North Dakota,

More than double the entire GDP for North Dakota in 2016 ($47.6 billion)  - source
http://www.deptofnumbers.com/gdp/north-dakota/
More if you consider that the average cost of electricity in the United States is $0.15 / kWh
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